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Meet Sophie



As a little girl growing up in Australia, Sophie 

learned to draw with sticks on the beach and loved the A.A. Milne stories of Winnie-the-Pooh. 

The original tale of Pooh and his friends was the first book she bought with her own money. She 

read it many times and played with her friends in the pretend Hundred Acre Wood they created 

in the garden. Sophie feels all this inspiration led to her winning the Caldecott Medal in 2016 

for her illustrations in “Finding Winnie,” written by Lindsay Mattick. She has illustrated over 45 

books for children including the “Ivy & Bean” series. Her most recent book, “Hello Lighthouse,” 

won the 2018 Caldecott Medal and is a charming look at a lighthouse keeper’s life and family.

Sophie is an ambassador for the Measles and Rubella Initiative, a partnership of UNICEF, the 

American Red Cross, WHO, CDC and the UN Foundation, which has brought her to the Democratic 

Republic of Congo and India. She has produced a series of illustrations for this program to ad-

vocate for eliminating measles through immunization. In 2014, Blackall was one of 40 artists to 

contribute to The Art of Saving a Life, a Gates Foundation project, celebrating 40 years of global 

immunization achievements. 

When not traveling the world, Sophie makes her home in Brooklyn, New York, a city that she just 

couldn’t resist, and can be visited at www.sophieblackall.com.

Here is a great interview with Sophie: https://vimeo.com/260460407

http://www.sophieblackall.com
https://www.lbyr.com/titles/sophie-blackall/hello-lighthouse/9780316362382/
https://vimeo.com/260460407


Read this poem by Rachel Lyman Field. 
If you were a lighthouse what might you see? 
Write your own short poem.
 

I’d like to be a lighthouse

All scrubbed and painted white.

I’d like to be a lighthouse

And stay awake all night

To keep my eye on everything

That sails my patch of sea;

I’d like to be a lighthouse

With the ships all watching me. 

I’d Like to Be A Lighthouse by Rachel Lyman Field

I’d Like to Be A Lighthouse



Let’s Talk

Let’s Talk

+ Take a few minutes to look at the ocean images in “Hello Lighthouse.”Discuss with a class-

mate how Sophie uses shapes, lines and colors to evoke different feelings in each image. What 

feelings or thoughts come to your mind when you view them? Using colored pencils or paint to 

create an ocean scene experiment with your own lines. (Art/LA)

+ Imagine you were to travel to a lighthouse. How might you travel there and how would you 

be transported to the lighthouse itself?  (History)

Watch this short video to get a better sense of how these transfers took place? 

https://www.britishpathe.com/video/wolf-rock-relieved 

+ Research lighthouses around the world. What is the weirdest lighthouse you can find? What 

makes it weird? Write a short poem that describes it. (LA)

+ Why was it important to keep the light burning and what might happen if it went out? 

(Science/Math/History)

Below is a video of a news story on Coast Guard replacing the bulb at Cape Elizabeth lighthouse:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d29Qv9fkd-0 

+ How would you communicate without phones, computers or electronic devices? Research 

other communication methods or design your own and send messages to a classmate. 

(Science/Math)

https://www.britishpathe.com/video/wolf-rock-relieved
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d29Qv9fkd-0
https://islandreadersandwriters.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Standards-Posted-by-John-David-Anderson.pdf
https://islandreadersandwriters.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Hello-Lighthouse-standards.pdf


Let’s Create

Let’s Create

+ Look up and learn some sea shanties. Can you find any that are connected to Downeast 

Maine? (Music/Art)

+ Find a partner and keeping in line with the illustrator’s circular theme, use a tube as a tele-

scope to focus in on one area in the room. Use your best descriptive words while your partner 

draws what you see within this circle. (Art/LA)

+ Find a blueprint of a lighthouse you like. Use blue paper and white crayon to draw a cross-sec-

tion and design each floor as you think it might work best. (Art/Science/Math)

+ Use the “Maine Lighthouses Illustrated Map and Guide” to consider the different styles; color, 

shape, size, outbuildings. Design your dream lighthouse and paint a picture. (Art/Science)

+ What skills or temperament did it take to be a lighthouse keeper? If you were interviewing 

someone to fill the role, what types of questions would be important to ask? Make a list and 

interview a friend. (ELA)



From Ancient World to Eastern Maine

One of the 7 Wonders of the Ancient World 
(History)

+ What criteria must be met to be a wonder of the ancient world? 

+ What criteria does a lighthouse in Downeast Maine need to meet? 

+ How many years did the Pharos of Alexandria stand?

+ How many years has the lighthouse in your town stood?

+ How did they build something to last that long?

+ Check out some interesting facts here:

https://factslegend.org/30-interesting-pharos-lighthouse-facts/

+ What facts can you find about your local lighthouse?

https://factslegend.org/30-interesting-pharos-lighthouse-facts/
https://factslegend.org/30-interesting-pharos-lighthouse-facts/


Architecture: Design, Form, and Function

+ How have lighthouses evolved through time?

+ Why did height matter?

+ Why are lighthouses painted differently? Do these designs represent something?

+ After thinking about the above questions, check out some of these interesting lighthouses.

Time to Create

+ Artists and historians through time have created renditions of Alexandria as they imagine it. 

How do you envision it might have looked? Draw, paint or use mixed media to create your own 

rendition. (Art)

Architecture: Design, Form, & Function

http://www.oobject.com/category/the-extreme-architec-

ture-of-lighthouses/

http://www.oobject.com/category/the-extreme-architecture-of-lighthouses/
http://www.oobject.com/category/the-extreme-architecture-of-lighthouses/
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Engineering & Navigation

+ How did maps change the view of the world?

+ Do you know how to use a sextant? 

 http://www.clipperlight.com/howusesextant.html 

   + When was the first practical compass made? 

     https://exploration.marinersmuseum.org/object/compass/

  + What do the letters GPS stand for? What impact has the 

            invention of GPS had on lighthouses?

  + How have these advances helped aid 

         mariners in your community?

http://www.clipperlight.com/howusesextant.html
https://exploration.marinersmuseum.org/object/compass/


From Fire to Fresnel–Illum
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  (Math/Science)

+ Check out the lengths lighthouse keepers have gone 

to keep the light burning;

 https://www.britishpathe.com/video/lighthouse-1/

query/lighthouse+keeper 

  + What is the Fresnel lens? How many orders are there?

  + What lens is used today in your local lighthouse? 

  + Which is the brightest lighthouse in the world?

 

https://www.britishpathe.com/video/lighthouse-1/query/lighthouse+keeper
https://www.britishpathe.com/video/lighthouse-1/query/lighthouse+keeper
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 (History/ELA)

+ Visit your local historical society        

            and inquire about local shipwreck history.

+ Check out this harrowing tale of a Maine shipwreck: 

 https://www.nelights.com/blog/tag/famous-ship-

wrecks/ 

    + Why are lighthouses often on islands or hard to reach locations? 

  + What is the graveyard of the Atlantic?

  + Boston Light is the last lighthouse with a keeper. Read about it here: 

      https://www.npr.org/2016/09/14/493794425/keeper-of-

            boston-light-reflects-on-americas-first-lighthouse

From Fire to Fresnel–Illum
ination
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  (Math/Science)

https://www.nelights.com/blog/tag/famous-shipwrecks/
https://www.nelights.com/blog/tag/famous-shipwrecks/
https://www.npr.org/2016/09/14/493794425/keeper-of-boston-light-reflects-on-americas-first-lighthouse
https://www.npr.org/2016/09/14/493794425/keeper-of-boston-light-reflects-on-americas-first-lighthouse
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  (Science/Math/History)

+ Who invented the pulley?

  + What are the three types?

  + How are they used in Maine today?

  + How was one used in “Hello Lighthouse” and in lighthouses in general?

 + Make one: https://www.education.com/science-fair/article/

moveable/
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https://www.education.com/science-fair/article/moveable/
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  (Science/Math/History)
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